"D15" DC Coils for CETOP 3

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used)
IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-5°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg

---

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used) IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-54°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg

---

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used) IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-54°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg

---

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used) IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-54°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg

---

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used) IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-54°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg

---

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used) IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-54°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg

---

**Type of protection**
(in relation to the connector used) IP 66

**Number of cycles**
18.000/h

**Supply tolerance**
±10%

**Ambient temperature**
-54°C ÷ 60°C

**Duty cycle**
100% ED

**Insulation class wire**
H

**Weight**
0.354 Kg